
100 Hyperbole
Examples for Students

● "My backpack weighs a ton!"

● "This math problem will take an eternity to solve."

● "I'm so tired I could sleep for a decade."

● "That ice cream cone was a mile high!"

● "The teacher's lecture felt like it lasted a century."

● "I've told you a zillion times to clean your room."

● "It's raining cats and dogs outside."

● "I'm so hungry I could eat a horse."

● "The classroom was as cold as the Arctic."

● "Her smile was as wide as a river."

● "The book was so boring, it put the whole class to sleep."

● "You run faster than lightning!"

● "His voice was as loud as a lion's roar."

● "I've got a mountain of chores to finish this weekend."

● "The pie was so delicious, it was out of this world."

● "He's as skinny as a toothpick."

● "This is the worst day in the history of the universe!"

● "The sun is shining so bright, I need sunglasses inside."

● "I've laughed so hard, I thought my belly would burst."

● "This watermelon is as big as an elephant."

● "The movie was so sad, oceans of tears were shed."



● "She can hear a pin drop from a mile away."

● "His new shoes were shining brighter than the sun."

● "It felt like we were walking against a hurricane."

● "That spicy dish set my mouth on fire!"

● "He's got a heart as big as a house."

● "I've been waiting in line since forever!"

● "Her hair was a wild tornado today."

● "I was so embarrassed; I thought I'd die of shame."

● "The stadium was as loud as a thunderstorm."

● "I could hear his stomach growling from the other side of the room."

● "She sings so beautifully that the birds stop to listen."

● "I've been to that cafe a million times."

● "The suspense of the story had my heart racing at a thousand miles an hour."

● "My little sister uses enough makeup for a Hollywood star."

● "The news spread through the school at the speed of light."

● "I'm so excited, I might explode!"

● "The math test was harder than climbing Mount Everest."

● "His new watch is as shiny as a freshly minted coin."

● "Her joke had the whole class laughing for ages."

● "It's been ages since we last had a pizza party."

● "That roller coaster was such a thrill, I felt I'd been shot into space."

● "This pizza slice is as big as my face."

● "You've grown like a beanstalk since the last time I saw you!"

● "Her dress was as blue as the deepest part of the ocean."

● "Every student in the class has asked to borrow my pen at least once."

● "I practiced the piano so much, I thought my fingers would fall off."

● "He can eat more cookies than there are stars in the sky."



● "The tree in our backyard is so tall, it touches the clouds."

● "Her hair was so frizzy, it looked like a lion’s mane."

● "During the summer break, it felt like the clock had stopped."

● "She danced with such grace, it felt like we were watching a floating feather."

● "I’ve got so many video games, I haven’t played half of them yet."

● "When the final bell rang, students ran out faster than a released arrow."

● "The horror movie was so scary; it felt like my heart was in my mouth."

● "She's so popular; her phone rings off the hook."

● "His tales of summer adventures lasted an eternity."

● "The dog's bark is louder than a concert."

● "We were so close to the stage, I felt we were in the movie."

● "Her room is so messy; it's like a hurricane passed through."

● "This textbook weighs more than an elephant."

● "The water in the pool was so cold; it felt like swimming in the Arctic."

● "When she heard the news, her eyes grew as wide as saucers."

● "I was so embarrassed; I felt like I'd turned a thousand shades of red."

● "The thunder was so loud, I thought the sky was going to crack open."

● "I've eaten at that restaurant a zillion times."

● "The weight of the world's worries seemed on his young shoulders."

● "I have a mountain of homework to complete over the weekend."

● "During his speech, it felt like time had stood still."

● "The kitten's meow was so high-pitched, it could shatter glass."

● "When he entered the room, it was as if the sun had come out."

● "She was so startled, she must have jumped a mile high."

● "The car was so fast; it probably reached the next city in a split second."

● "His patience is so thin; it could snap any moment."

● "That spicy dish was so hot; I felt like a dragon breathing fire!"



● "He's told that joke a billion times and it never gets old."

● "The wait for the bus felt longer than a year."

● "The wedding cake was as tall as a skyscraper."

● "His excuses are more ancient than the pyramids."

● "The amount of candy he ate would feed a small country!"

● "I could sleep for a decade right now."

● "The soap bubbles floated up higher than the tallest building."

● "His laughter is more infectious than any tune on the radio."

● "The baby's cries were so loud, they must've been heard on the other side of the

planet."

● "I felt so light-headed; I was sure I was floating among the clouds."

● "The pie was so delicious, even a thousand chefs couldn't recreate it."

● "His collection of toys must be larger than a museum's collection."

● "The line for the ride stretched longer than the Great Wall of China."

● "She was so tall, she could have touched the moon with a jump."

● "During the sale, the mall was packed as if the entire world had shown up."

● "His appetite is so large; he could eat an entire ocean of soup!"

● "The flowers in her garden bloomed brighter than the colors in a rainbow."

● "I've been to that place so many times, more than stars in the sky."

● "She runs so fast, she could outrun a shooting star."

● "The concert was so loud; I felt like the speakers were going to explode any

second."

● "The weight of my backpack feels as if I'm carrying the whole universe."

● "Her new dress was as colorful as a painter's palette."

● "His tales of adventure are as endless as the river."

● "The classroom was in such chaos; it looked like a tornado had passed through."
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